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 Education is the ability to listen to almost anything without losing your temper or your self-confidence.
    – Robert Frost

I am filled with delight and pride to add some colourful feathers to the crown of social development
through our institution at our own level. If there is such a thing as the most beautiful task in the world, it
is none other than teaching today's young minds and hearts for a better tomorrow that promotes societal
peace and advancement. We firmly think that education is the process of moulding the mind, body, and
spirit to develop self-control in words, deeds, and ideas. Once the mind is trained, everything else in a
good educational system falls into place on its own. 

In order to engage students, uncover their latent potential, and then equip them with higher order
thinking abilities for improved learning outcomes, our educators and administrators—who serve as first
line learners—are regularly exposed to better pedagogical approach. Our slogan and motto “Education
to Eternity” instruct and direct us to study, lead, and serve in order to contribute to societal growth and
prosperity. I kindly request suggestions from and support for our institution's ongoing growth from our
cherished parents, who serve as our partners in education. I acknowledge each kid on their
accomplishments, encouraging them to find their inner strength and strive for greater success in all areas
of their lives. We collaborate to motivate young people to advance their professions and develop into
moral individuals. In all facets of a student's education, our college has a very strong and proud culture of
excellence.

I applaud the efforts of the students who worked hard making the second edition “Sanskriti” a grand
success!! I am sure it would be worth reading and outstanding.

In conclusion, I am excited about the future of J D College of Engineering and Management. Together,
let us continue to push boundaries, drive innovation, and shape the future of engineering education. Our
collective efforts will not only impact the lives of our students but also contribute to the betterment of
society.

CHAIRMAN'S DESK

-Shree. Sanjay Agrawal
Chairman, JES
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 It is not length of life, but depth of life.
– Ralph Waldo Emerson

Since its inception, the institution has worked diligently to increase the effectiveness of its operations,
broaden its audience, introduce the newest pedagogical and technical tools, hone the students' research
propensities, and expose them to the outside world. In order to facilitate the quick acquisition of
numerous abilities, learning has been synced with a variety of seminars, projects, trips, and contests. In
addition to offering degrees to students, the institution has had extraordinary success in enabling them to
gain life skills that will help shape their professions and personalities through the implementation of such
programmes. Setting standards by fusing technology and tradition, the institution will keep putting its
emphasis on teaching students value orientation and life skills so they can handle problems across the
world. The use of digital classrooms, cutting-edge research labs, and a high-tech library will assist to
encourage this. Combining the most cutting-edge technology with values-based infusion in research and
teaching will undoubtedly prepare students to be outstanding professionals and obedient citizens of the
future.
I am pleased that everyone at JDCOEM wants to aid pupils in developing deeper understanding.
JDCOEM will recommit to "Creating - Top-of-The-Pile Competent Engineering Professionals" who
will be the talk of the global professional community. I want to reassure all of the parents that we are
here to assist young, worthy kids in achieving their life goals and dreams. 
I am pleased to present second edition of our annul magazine “Sanskriti” that concealments some classic
stories and particulars related to the beauty and true essence of collaborations. The main motive is to
depict the distinct colours of the young minds that beautifies joint efforts of the students to platform their
views talents. The entire magazine is designed by students with handmade section pages, cover pages
along with thought-provoking articles.
I congratulate the editorial team and faculty in charges of Sanskriti-22” for their efforts to bring out this
magazine.

SECRETARY'S DESK

-Shree. Ajay Agrawal
Secretary, JES
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Dear Readers ,

JDCOEM is committed to support initiatives that enhance the quality of education and the overall
college experience. It is our collective responsibility to ensure that our college remains at the forefront of
engineering education and prepares our students for the challenges and opportunities of the future.

To our students, this is a place where you can unleash your potential, explore your passions, and
collaborate with like-minded peers and faculty mentors. As you embark on this transformative journey,
remember that you are the driving force behind our college's success, and your accomplishments are a
testament to the excellence of our institution.

To our esteemed faculty and staff, I extend my heartfelt gratitude for your dedication to teaching,
research, and guiding our students towards greatness. Your commitment to imparting knowledge and
nurturing the next generation of engineers is invaluable. Let us continue to work together to create an
atmosphere of intellectual curiosity and professional growth.

Our college magazine serves as a canvas to showcase the achievements, innovation, and creativity within
our college community. 

Together, let us forge ahead with unwavering determination, guided by our vision and mission. By staying
true to our values and aspirations, we can make a lasting impact on the world through our contributions
as engineers and responsible global citizens.

TRUSTEE'S DESK

-Shree. Jayesh Goyal
Trustee, JES
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The motivating environment in JDCOEM for knowledge assimilation, generation and dissemination with
a sense of social responsibility, human values and concern for social commitment has carved a niche for
itself among the best technical institutes.

The special emphasis is given to Outcome Based Education (OBE) and Experiential Learning. The
academic activities concentrate on helping the students to gain an excellent theoretical knowledge base
and in the development of skills to implement them. We are constantly reviewing our set up to update and
improve while making sure that students gain thinking skills, analytical frameworks, entrepreneurial
skills, interpersonal and communication skills. There is also an ample of scope for co-curricular and
extracurricular activities at JDCOEM wherein the students are encouraged to show their talents.
JDCOEM ensures that the students prove themselves to be not only well qualified engineers but also very
responsible and ideal citizens of our country.

It is my pleasure to congratulate the team that has taken the initiative for producing this magazine.
Reading this magazine would definitely be an inspiration and motivation for all students and staff to
contribute even more to the forthcoming issues. I hope that everyone would continue to give their full
efforts to keep the momentum and continue to enhance the standards of the magazine.

"A desire can change nothing, a decision can change something but a determination can change
everything".                        

DIRECTOR'S DESK

-Prof. S. M. Bang
Director JES
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Our focus is on creating an environment that encourages intellectual curiosity, nurtures innovation, and
provides a platform for every individual to excel. Our college's vision and mission reflect our commitment
to nurturing innovation, academic excellence, and the holistic development of our students.

To our students, I encourage you to embrace the opportunities and resources available at JDCOEM.
Your time here is not just about acquiring knowledge; it is about discovering your passions, exploring
your potential, and preparing yourselves to make a meaningful impact in your chosen fields.

In light of the effect of science, scientific research, and technological advancement as well as the rapidly
changing world and society we live in, it is more important than ever to be prepared for the future. The
work is difficult, yet the opportunities are vast. With this in mind, we continue to make steady progress
towards our goal of producing responsible citizens who will contribute to the development of our country.
Given that a country's ability to advance rests on the calibre of its instructors, the institution's aim is to
produce competent professionals in addition to responsible citizens. 

By establishing moral and spiritual principles in the young minds and instilling in them a sense of duty to
the community at large, we seek to maintain the rich cultural and disciplinary legacy of our college with a
mixture of diligent observation and ameliorative posture. Activities that have a value-based impact on the
lives of the students who come here as well as their careers have become a trademark of JDCOEM. 

I am happy and content to look at second edition of the annual magazine, “SANSKRITI” designed and
edited by our students and consider this as one of the best outcome of all these curricular, co-curricular &
extra circular activities.

My heartfelt wishes are with the students for future endeavours!!!

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S DESK

-Shri Avinash Dorsatwar
Executive Director, JES
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It is my privilege to welcome you to our college- J D College of Engineering and
Management(JDCOEM). At JDCOEM we strongly believe that 'It is only through Right Education,
one can bring a desired and positive change in this society'. This Philosophy has been the guiding factor
of our institution since its inception.

JDCOEM today is the name to reckon with for its Student Centric interventions to meet the objective of
imparting Quality Engineering and Management Education aiming with the sole motto of creating
technocrats with a humane touch and develop the ability to take on the challenges of world of work
effectively and efficiently. Transforming students into lifelong learners through, quality teaching, training
and exposure to concurrent technologies. Fostering conducive atmosphere for research and development
through well equipped laboratories and qualified personnel in collaboration with global organizations has
been our goal.

The courses offered by our institute addresses the educational and emotional needs of the students which
in turn help them to advocate the cause of "Responsible Citizenship" not only at workplace but in all
walks of life in the dynamic world order. It is Permanently affiliated to the Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar
Technological University, Maharashtra and has acquired the status of autonomy from the year 2019-20
and currently offers B. Tech programs in Civil Engineering. Computer Science and Engineering,
Artificial Intelligence, Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering. Information Technology,
Electrical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering, M.Tech programmers in Electronics and
Telecommunication Engineering, Computer Science and Engineering and Doctor of Philosophy in
Master of Business Administration(MBA).  

PRINCIPAL'S DESK
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-Dr. S. V. Sonekar
Principal JDCOEM

We at JDCOEM adhere to high Quality Parameters to ensure the effective outcome of variou
Academic, Curricular and Co-Curricular interventions in learner centric environment through its
dynamic curriculum. Realizing the fact that faculty is the most important resource special efforts have
been made to find, recruit and retain highly qualified and competent faculty Infrastructure created and
acquired by the Institute is of a very high quality and includes multimedia classrooms, well equipped labs
including software for CAD/CAM, simulations and other applications, well stocked modern library with
digital media, auditorium, seminar halls and playgrounds. 

Connecting with the students: We at JDCOEM strongly believe that a continuous interaction between
the students and the institute can add more vitality to the educational outcomes and hence we have
launched an E-Magazine. I assure you that it is totally for the students, by the students and from the
students and therefore it is my earnest request to you to make whole heart contributions and at the same
time share and enjoy each other's experiences and knowledge and make it a much awaited magazine not
only for our students but create its own niche among other student community.

Welcome to a great literary experience!
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CO-ORDINATORS'S DESK

Welcome to the second edition of our beloved students' annual magazine " Sanskriti". It is a blend of  a
diverse tapestry of stories, ideas, and voices that capture the essence of our dynamic student community.
Each activity, article, photograph, and artwork is a testament to the incredible talents and passions that
abound on our campus.The magazine launch is a culmination of hard work, creativity, and the collective
talents of our student team.

  Stories have the power  to connect, to inspire, and to change lives. In this issue, you'll find stories that
touch on various aspects of our lives as students: the challenges we overcome, the lessons we learn, the
experiences that shape us, and the dreams we dare to dream. As you delve into these pages, I encourage
you to immerse yourself in the narratives and perspectives of your fellow students.

So let us together hand in hand take our
institution forward ensuring that each and every student on our records receives the all-round
qualification needed to be fruitful and ready to carve a niche for him/herself on the global scenario, as our
mission statement so aptly states. We hope and believe that we will accomplish this. We have learnt to
love; learnt to lose what we could not hold on to and above all learned to learn in any and every
circumstance. So, let's be together and continue our learning journey!!!

-Dr. Namrata Pradnyakar
Dean Student, JDCOEM





Vision:

To create a common platform for every student of college to
enhance, nurture and showcase their talent.

Mission:

To provide opportunities and encouragement to the students to follow
their passion and enhance their abilities.

Student Club JDCOEM is an organization of, by and for the students.
A body consisting of 11 different clubs focusing on various aspects of
"Engineering and the society", the students are given opportunity to
organise events and perform various other activities encouraging them
to do their part for the society. With the motto " Follow your passion"
student Club provides a platform to the students of JD to showcase
there talents of Dance, Drama, Music, photography, Fitness, sports
and many more....covering each and every aspect of engineering
making activity based learning "practical" and ensuring the 360°
personality development of the student which makes the student
"Stand Ahead of All" in the global market.



Of course, it's fit. That's why they call it Fitness!! Fitness plays
a vital role in one's life. It's not just about being better than
someone, it's about being better than the person you were
yesterday.
Now,In the digital era of social media, health is the most
important concern in everyone's life. The main motive of
Fitness Club is to focus on the physical as well as mental health
of the students. It creates a road map to shape your mindset,
body & life in a better way/position. Fitness Club not only
teaches you how to work and organize yourself in a disciplined
manner, but also focuses on helping you grow with the right
mindset, helps to develop positive attitude within, stands up
for social cause as well. It's a perfect place for people who
believe in themselves, who push themselves harder to do the
things that they don't think they can, to do the things that
other people do not think they can. Fitness club unleashes the
beast within yourself, to see what's possible.

FITNESS CLUB
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University Sports 

Date :14th November 2022
DBATU Sports selection is organized under the  Fitness Club.
There were 4 different sports selections taken on 14th November in which Kabaddi,
Volleyball, Kho-Kho, and Athletics were involved.  Approximately 204 students from
different colleges gave their trials  total of  students  were selected to represent DBATU  
In Kho-Kho, we got a Total of 49 entries in which 29 were males and 20 were females. There
was a total of 22 students present in DBATU University.

25th December 2022
 There are many ways to push for much-needed reforms: One way is to make a donation. It doesn't
matter much whether you contribute publicly or in a private way - either way is good. What matters is
true intention. - Lee Min-Ho
Spreading happiness on Christmas Evening Fitness Club under Student Club of JDCOEM organised
an event of "Carnival of Love" for the needy people of society. A step taken by the students for the
noble cause of society.Donation drive for needy people who live in different locations of the city.
There were many people in need, so we decided to help them. and some members donate their old  
cloths.The objective of the event is spread awareness about the importance of donations among the
students. Donation helps people in need.. 

Carnival of Love 
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Here we are sharing the glimpses of event organised by the Fitness Club. Our team took an initiative
to clean few areas in Nagpur and some of our members donated blood in Blood Donation Camp
Organized by Maha Metro hosted by lifeline blood bank at Sitabuldi Metro Station.

To raise awareness about mental health issues worldwide and
to mobilize efforts to support mental health. to encourage the
application of mental health knowledge in general health care
and
social development. Fitness Club plays a streetplay in college
premises 

Glimpses of  Streetplay on Occasion of Mental Health  
Awareness 

Cleanliness Drive &
Blood Donation 



In today's fast pace world, it is important for one to be
experienced in various fields. Extra-curricular activities also
play a huge part in a student's overall development. JD College
of Engineering and Management provides students a platform
to develop their skills and leadership qualities in the form of
various clubs. One such club, under Student Club, is Event
Club. In Event Club, students get a firsthand experience of
organizing and managing the events. It caters to the creative
and technical needs of the students. The Event Club aims at
developing the intellectual, organizational and social skills of
the students. Event Club has conducted several cultural events
and social events like clothes donations. Various skills like
leadership, working in a team, sharing success and failure,
accepting responsibility are implicit in the club's working.

EVENT CLUB
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Diabetes Drive 

13th November 2022
To raise awareness about Diabetes and its symptoms Event Club organized an Diabetes
Drive to give people comfort from misconceptions. To make people aware of the adverse
effects of diabetes. Everyone was gathered in walker street and members started interacting
with citizens in nearby areas. After that we went to the Japanese Garden to interact with
more people After entering the Garden, we found some senior citizens enjoying their morning
workout with some music.After a successful workout session members started to interact
with them and tell them about the symptoms and precautions of Diabetes.To make people
think about their physical health Drive ended with blessings from Citizens .At the end of the
interactions, members begin distributing fruits to the nearby.

From the last two years Event Club organized
POETRY SLAM To revive oral traditions of poetry
recitals. It provides a platform for students to express
their thoughts and ideas through poetry. The event
seeks preserve and promote the tradition of poetry
among the younger generation. Students are
encouraged to express themselves through poetry in
different languages, thereby supporting linguistic
diversity.

Poetry Slams 2.0
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Happy Hours Collaboration with
Leaders Club 

20th November 2022
The EVENT CLUB under STUDENT CLUB of JDCOEM organize an event in collaboration
with LeadersClub.Our Event Name is "Happy Hours".In this event we celebrate the Children's
Day with the children by doing different fun activities with Childrens. event started with
providing snacks and refreshments to children for enlighten their mood and make them feel
comfortable. The program started with the lighting of lamps and the Chhatrapati Shivaji
Maharaj mantra. After that, the music program started with a famous personality Shubham
Chopkar aka "The Bansuriwala" and his band. But the main attraction of the programs was the
performance given by the children they were full of energy and enthusiasm. Also there were
some fun games prepared for enjoyment such as ludo, snake n ladders and many more.And at
the end of the event the gift distribution and the jamming session were held to admire the
presence of all the people.The main objective of this event is to make under privilege children
happy. To admire their talents. To make them feel special.To make their day special. 



VAC "The Visual Arts Club" works as an eye of the student
club covering and creating memories of each and every event
under the banner of Student Club with their photos and videos
as their mains. VAC is not only about photos and videos but
we also support other clubs in management of their events
providing managerial and technical support. VAc works as a
backstage support for the everfrom the pre promotion  to post  
promotion. Visual Arts Club also handled the social handles of
the student club. The contents on the student club Handel's is
created and captured by VAC.

VISUAL ARTS CLUB
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Visuals Up

This was 2nd and 3rd day session of Visual up of 5 days workshop sponsored by All India of
Technical Education (AICTE) under SPICES hosted by the Visual Arts Club. Mr. Tushar Jaiswal,
the founder of Dark Sky Studios Nagpur, served as the guest faculty speaker on day 2 & 3.On
preparations for the session were completed before 1 pm with the members of the club and
participants were called for attending the event from 1:50 pm in Conference Room, JD College of
Engineering and Management. Marshneel Patil, Head Visual Arts Club, gave the official opening
keynotes in the afternoon to kick off the event. On 2nd day session, the speaker's opening remarks
about the practical knowledge of long explorer photography.Speaker also explained about the
stability in the photography and video, importance of focus and autofocus while holding camera and
concept of Calvin Theory.
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Collaboration with IETE department for Garba vibes 2k23 
This event was conducted by IETE FORUM of ETC department on the occasion of Navratri.Our
club members, worked for event to meet the needs of organizing team.Promotional posters were
floated before a week of event, with promotional messages and registration link attached for
participation.Our team have designed main banner of event, standees poster and vertical
posters.the  objective is to provide digital contents for Garbha Vibes 2K22. To promote Garba
Vibes 2K22 through social media platforms.

Posters Created by
Visual Arts Club

 for SPICES
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24 January 2023
News Adda is the first official channel of JD College of Engineering and Management Nagpur. This
platform promotes upcoming and ongoing events and activities of various clubs, forums, and the
college's other bodies.
Ms. Priyanka Patel is an anchor and reporter of the activity. Our team reached the location for
shooting at a decided time and began to start shooting.We have much news for the first part, and we
have very beautiful shooting locations for news, so we have tried to cover every best aspect of our
college campus.
Our team prepared the news script before the day of shooting and sorted the main highlights for the
shoot. The News Adda series is directed and produced by the Visual Arts Club team.The primary
objective would be to keep students, faculty, and staff informed about important events,
announcements, and developments within the college campus.This could include updates on academic
programs, extracurricular activities, campus facilities, guest lectures, workshops, and other relevant
information.The promotion of campus activities through the news channel leads to a higher level
participation and involvement among students, faculty, and staff in various events

News Adda 



LADIES CLUB
Women Empowerment, Gender Equality and Human Rights
are the guiding principles for Ladies Club. We aim to make a
positive impact in the journey towards an intellectually
prosperous society by conducting events that promote these
principles. Ladies Club benefits the students with an
educational, uplifting, and welcoming atmosphere.
We regularly host events that not only contribute to gender
equality but also help students develop various skills like
teamwork, time management, personal development, and a
sense of social duty. We also provide a safe and supportive
environment for women to share their thoughts and challenges.
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Beat Diabetes 

The Ladies Club under Student Club had organised a FREE DIABETES CHECK-UP CAMP in
collaboration of Dr. Sunil Gupta Diabetes centre and SRL Diagnostics at Indoor Stadium,
Mankapur, Nagpur and Japanese rose Garden, Nagpur. The success of this event has turned out
more than we expected. "We successfully conducted 200+ tests within three hours." It gave us a sense
of purpose, the volunteering enhanced our overall sense of purpose and identity. This is because
helping others can make you feel rewarded, fulfilled and empowered. As said that, social work
empowers individuals through a variety of different tactics and "Sooner or later your work speaks for
itself".We hope our work inspire others to contribute and support the well being of the society.



911th-14th November 2022
On the occasion of children's day, the birth anniversary of Dr. Jawaharlal Nehru. "Ladies Club"
under the Student Club, organized an event "MUSKAAN . the venue of the event is "Zilla Parishad
Primary school, Khandala". From 11th-14th November Packed with Four days of fun and learning
activities and Children's Day Celebration.
• Fun with colours
• English and Moral values
• Games and dance 
• Children's day celebration Spreading joy and cheerful smile on the children faces!!

Muskaan



CREATIVE CLUB
To make College environment more creative and interesting.
The club focuses on churning out different ideas from students
which turn helps in enhancing their individual thinking and
perspective. Selecting the best idea and implementing that,
helps in improving learning, decision making, imagination,
collaboration and teamwo among students. Creative Club
helps students to enhance their creative skills.
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Date: 19th March 2023
The Creative Club at JD College of Engineering and Management organized an exhilarating event
called "Art Drive 2023". This event took place in Japanese Garden, a serene and scenic location that
provided the perfect backdrop for students to immerse themselves in the world of art. It provided
students with a unique opportunity to explore their artistic abilities, connect with nature, and create
meaningful works of art in a vibrant outdoor setting. The event not only encouraged artistic
expression but also fostered a sense of community and collaboration among the participants. The Art
Drive left a lasting impression on all those involved, further igniting their passion for art and
affirming the importance of creativity in all aspects of life.

17th November 2022
On November 17th, 2023, the Creative Club at JD College of Engineering and Management
organized an inspiring workshop on the upcycling of clothes, where students not only learned
sustainable fashion practices but also created a range of innovative bags, pouches, and other
accessories. It not only empowered students with valuable knowledge about sustainable fashion
practices but also provided them with practical skills to transform discarded garments into functional
and fashionable accessories. The workshop showcased the students' talent, creativity, and
commitment to making a positive environmental impact.   

Art Drive 

Upcycling of Clothes
Workshop
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Warli Doodle Workshop

 Date:16th November 2022
On November 16th the Creative Club at JD College of Engineering and Management organized an
enchanting Warli Doodle Workshop under the Induction Program 2023, bringing the captivating
world of traditional Indian art to the campus. Held in the spacious art studio, the workshop aimed to
introduce students to the beautiful art form of Warli and ignite their passion for creative expression
through doodling. It not only introduced students to the mesmerizing art of Warli but also instilled in
them a deeper appreciation for cultural heritage and the power of art to transcend boundaries. The
workshop served as a reminder that creativity knows no limits and has the ability to unite individuals
from diverse backgrounds in a shared artistic journey. 

Venue decorations done by creative club  for Student Club Reinstallation 



MUSIC CLUB
"Music free our soul from dugeon of our mind."

Music club provide platform to uplift and inculcate rhythm of
music in student's life. The club performs abundant musical
concerts,workshops,training programs across the year and it
augments the warmth of music among students even by
participating in SPICMACAY, INDRADHANUSH etc.
Music club not only focuses on the development in musical
skils, but also on many other skills such as leadership,
discipline, team management and so on. Music club works
enthusiastically across the year and specifically in occasions
like VIBRANCE, Republic day, Independence day etc.
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The main objective was to give basic and brief introduction about instruments and music club.This
event was organized to enhance musical knowledge in a fun way.Students will get to learn about
many instruments and vocal skills by the end of thisevent.Around 40 students participated in the
event.Guitar tutorial given by Manish Gurve. Tabla Tutorial given by Prajwal Mohokar

Glimpses of the  performance given by Music Club  

Glimpses of the  Induction Program 
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This Voice and Rhythm 5 days workshop sponsored by All India Council of Technical Education
(AICTE) under SPICES hosted by the Music Club. Mr. Milind Jibhe and Mr. Khushal Bhoyar served
as the guest faculty speaker from day I to day 5.
On day preparations for the session were completed before 1 pm with the members of the club and
participants were called for attending the event from 1:50 pm in Music Room, J D College of
Engineering and Management. Mr. Gurve, Head Music Club, gave the official opening keynotes at    
2 o'clock in the afternoon to kick off the event. Mr. Samir Mangam, Member Music Club, presented
an enveloped letters and saplings as a symbol of appreciation to the speaker.
In 5 days music workshop students learned this things: 
Day 1-Basic introduction of music given by sir.
Day 2-Basic information about scales and alphabets.
Day 3-Basic introduction about the keyboard and songs played on a keyboard. Day 4-Due to some
reasons, day 4 workshop was postponed.
Day 5-Basic information about guitar, scales and chord progression. The session was 4 pm thanking
the Peaker for presence significant words.

Voice and Rhythm Workshop 



LITERARY CLUB
To provides a opportunity where students meet to read and
write, and gives wings to your imagination. To enhance the
literary skills of the students, the club inspires students to
develop a taste for literature and also works in the direction of
expanding their horizon of spoken and written language.
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15th January 2023 
The literary  Club under the Student Club of JDCOEM organized "book donation drive ", a book  
donation event this event conducted to celebrate world kindness day. A step taken by the students for
the needy people of society who have been hit the worst by the pandemic. This event was performed
near national fire service college. In this event all the student of literary club participated very
actively.Every member of the literary club contribute  to buy all the stationery material required for
studies .We bought the stationery and the other materials that were required for studies from the
amount that was collected. stationery After that we gathered some children from nearby areas who
and gifted the a books . the objective of the event was organized to help those students who can't
afford it.Every face had a smile and every soul was happy. Kindness is the key to everything.

Book Donation drive 



KAUSHALYA CLUB
The Kaushalya club aims to impart skill training to present
generation youths and make them grow as responsible citizens.
The club helps to impart and inculcate Socio-Cultural values in
students via various in-campus & out-campus activities. We
conduct activities and events by taking fresh ideas & inputs
from the student community. This enables students to present
their views and understand their role in the bigger picture.



.The activity was organised by Kaushalya Club in collaboration with To share knowledge, engage in  
promoting creativity, introduce technology and spreading happiness.The main objective is to
interact with the orphanage girl students. To aware the orphanage children regarding social,
competitive and Technology world. Four days visit in month planned activity to spread happiness
and unlocking the potential of orphanage home. The date of the visit are 21st April 2023, 29th April
2023, 31st April 2023, 6th May 2023.The venue is Shaskiya Muliche Balgruh, located in Sadar
Nagpur.

Nukkad Natak On Stress Awareness  

Joy Of Giving

1st December 2022 
The  activity was organised by Kaushalya Club in collaboration with department of Electronics and
telecommunication the nukkad natak Activity is conducted at college premises  The main objective of
event was to how to handle stress ,spread stress awareness in students also to create stressless
environment in college.
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On 21st April 2023
 the Scologamma Forum of CSE AI
department collaboration with Kaushalya
Club. The visit aimed to interact with the
children and share knowledge with them   n
technology

 On 31st April 2023, 
The focus was on engaging the children
through technology-related activities, sports,
and organizing a special event. The committee
members made efforts to interact with the
children, share interesting stories related to
technology.

On 6th May 2023, 
The objective was to conclude the series of
engagements and bid a memorable farewell to
the children.



DRAMA CLUB
Drama Club is designed for students interested in learning
more about the aspects of theatre. It provides platform to
students who has talent, confidence and passion to do
something unique. Drama Club promotes communication
skills, teamwork, dialogue, socialization, stages terminology,
working on acting skills, etc. It stimulates the imagination and
creativity; it develops the better understanding of human
behavior and empathy with situation.



9To foster the growth and honing of our members' dramatic skills, we organized a five-
day drama workshop. This immersive experience provided a platform for our members to

refine their acting abilities, explore new techniques, and nurture their creativity. The
workshop proved to be a transformative journey, benefiting all participants and enriching

their understanding of the dramatic arts.

Collaboration with Nagpur Ploggers

We embarked on our session with boundless enthusiasm, setting our sights on the drama competition
organized by IIT Kharagpur for their Spring Fest. I am thrilled to announce that our team's
outstanding performance secured us a well-deserved place in the finals. 

Driven by our commitment to make a positive impact on society, we joined forces with Nagpur
Ploggers to conduct a plogging drive. This collaborative initiative aimed to raise awareness about
the importance of cleanliness and environmental sustainability. With unwavering dedication, our
club members actively participated in the drive, contributing to the cleanliness of our surroundings.

Spring fest Audition
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we had the privilege of showcasing our talent at the esteemed Aarohi event "Hallabol" held at
VNIT, where we were also selected as finalists, adding another feather to our cap.

Recognizing the significance of guiding and inspiring new comers, we dedicated a two-hour drama
session specifically for first-year students during the induction program. 

Hallabol

Art performance on the occasion of our National festival 75th independence day 



DANCE CLUB
Dance Club provides opportunities to dance lovers to prove
their talent and is a good platform for them to have their
artistic exploration. It also helps non-dancers to develop a new
skill. The dance club is to boost up the morale of students and
to highlight the talent of dance and creativity. 
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Glimpses of Induction Program

Glimpses of Spring Fest

Dance had organized a Zumba dance for the Induction Programme of first year the main objective
was to give basic  introduction about different type of Dance form as well as for how the dance help
on for physical fitness the event is  organized to enhance Dance knowledge in a fun way.Students will
get to learn about many dance moves . Around 200 students participated in the event. tutorial given
by Dhananjay Dongre and Team. 



PUBLICITY CLUB
A Publicity Club focuses on promoting events, activities, and
initiatives happening within the college. Members of the club
work on creating and executing marketing and promotional
strategies to raise awareness and generate interest in various
college-related events, such as workshops, seminars, cultural
events, fundraisers, and more. The club often utilizes various
communication channels, including social media, posters,
flyers, emails, and word of mouth, to effectively spread the
word and engage the college community. Publicity Club offers
an immersive learning experience. Students master strategic
communication, marketing techniques, and event planning.
Collaboration with diverse members hones teamwork and
creativity. Time management, adaptability, and leadership
skills naturally develop as students promote events. This
practical knowledge, coupled with networking opportunities,
prepares students for real-world challenges, making the club
an invaluable learning ground for various domains
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60 minute straight 
Date : 3rd October 2023
the Publicity Club organized an exceptional event at JD College of Engineering. The "60-minute
Straight" program took place in the esteemed Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Auditorium and drew a
diverse crowd of enthusiastic students. The podcast showcased two accomplished alumni who had
achieved remarkable success in their respective careers abroad. The alumni's narratives provided a
glimpse into the challenges and triumphs of working in foreign countries, inspiring and motivating the
aspiring students. The interactive session allowed students to pose thought-provoking questions,
seeking guidance for their own future careers. The seniors patiently addressed each inquiry, fostering
a nurturing environment where doubts were dispelled and aspirations were ignited.
The event served as a convergence of enlightenment, entertainment, and empowerment. Students not
only gained invaluable knowledge from the accomplished alumni but also found reassurance that
their dreams of success were within reach 

Mental Health Awareness
On October 10, 2022,
Publicity Club of JD College of Engineering and Management organized a significant event to
commemorate Mental Health Day. Within the confines of the college, a podcast was arranged,
featuring Dr. Surbhi Pranav as the esteemed guest speaker. Dr. Pranav delved into the importance
and benefits of good mental health care, shedding light on this crucial topic. Despite the event being
held online, the student interaction was highly engaging and interactive. With an estimated live
student count of around 600, the virtual session buzzed with enthusiasm and participation. Students
actively listened to Dr. Pranav's insights and shared their thoughts and experiences related to mental
health care 
In conclusion, the Mental Health Day podcast organized by the Publicity Club at JD College of
Engineering and Management was a thought-provoking and informative event. 



INNOVATA CLUB
The Innovata Club is a space in our college that brings
together students fascinated by startups. It blends organized
learning with the thrill of innovation. Through workshops and
guest talks, we gain insights into startup essentials like
ideation, funding, and more. This structured approach
harmonizes with the dynamic atmosphere created by diverse
minds collaborating and exploring creative pathways. This
balance empowers members to bridge theoretical knowledge
with real-world startup experiences, making the Innovata Club
an exciting launchpad for entrepreneurial journeys.
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NFWT

13 Jan 2023
INNOVATA CLUB under STUDENT CLUB have organized an event 'Design With NFWT' with a
great deal of fun & The event involved the creation of a design for wearable clothes where design
made by using any kind of your preferable software or by designing on paper as well.



GAMING CLUB
Gaming Club is dedicated to bringing together individuals
who share a common interest in playing and discussing
video games, board games, card games, and other forms of
interactive entertainment. The club provides a space for
gamers to connect, socialize, and engage in various
gaming-related activities. These activities can include
gaming nights, tournaments, workshops, discussions, and
more. The club aims to foster a sense of community among
like-minded students who enjoy gaming and provides
opportunities for members to explore different games,
learn new skills, and connect with others who share their
passion for gaming.
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Game Fest

Beats the Beak

sunday,29th,January
The gaming club under the banner of students club is conducting an awareness drive for the cause of
saving our scavengers. 
 Did you know that in 1980 south asia alone had over 40 million Vultures ,but now in 2022 the
estimate population of vultures are fewer than 20000 because of veterinary drugs diclofenac. They are
extremely endangered but they are not extinct there are organization who are still working on reviving
there population. And we still haven't lost hope so here we are taking a small step to speak for our
natural cleaner and spreading awareness among society to take small steps as an individual and
community.Informing people about the advantages and importance of vultures in nature and food
cycle.

The Gaming Club is organised an event "GAME FEST"  which is  very first gaming event. We have  organised kinds of games       
1. Free fire max.          2. Shadow fight.      3. 8 ball pool.    4. LUDO King .  Free fire max will be streamed live on YouTube . So we
provided a  bigger opportunity  for gamers to show there gaming .We also conduct a prize pool in each game and winners of  each
game was rewarded with the prize.



CODING CLUB
Coding club is where individuals with an interest in
programming and computer science come together to
collaborate, learn, and work on coding projects. It's a
platform for students to enhance their coding skills, share
knowledge, and explore various programming languages,
technologies, and software development practices. Coding
clubs often host workshops, coding competitions,
hackathons, and guest speaker events to provide valuable
experiences beyond the regular classroom curriculum.
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Coding Club has organized a  Event Data pirates  workshop on Data Analysis w/ Python, which
turned out to be quite insightful and enlightening for the attendees. A guidance session by eduladdr
about building a sustainable career in IT also a key highlight.

Date 3rd May 2023
Event started with the welcome of faculty members and students  after that introduction about coding
and programming was given by  head of coding club Mr. Sunny Mandal. He explained about
application development its was a interactive session with audience. After that the member of coding
club Mr. Himanshu Deshmukh explained about web development.He talks about HTML, CSS and
JavaScript and give introduction about front end and Back end development.And at the last cohead
of coding club Mr. Sahil Lambat explained about data analytics and AI ,ML. He talked about
various trending technologies like chatgpt, NLP, data visualization, machine learning models,etc. He
also talked about the roadmap to become a Data analyst and Data scientist.After this their is qna
session mentors cleared the doubts of the audiance after the the session in concluded.

Domain Exploration 

Data Pirates  Workshop 



ROBOTICS CLUB

Robotics Club is a dynamic community of students passionate
about robotics. It serves as a hub where members collaborate
on designing, building, and programming robots for various
applications. Through hands-on experiences, workshops, and
friendly competitions, students gain practical skills in robotics,
from mechanical design to coding. The club encourages
creativity and innovation, offering a platform to explore
cutting-edge technologies and develop real-world problem-
solving abilities. It's a space where students can engage in
exciting projects, expand their knowledge, and forge
connections with like-minded peers who share their enthusiasm
for the field of robotics.

A Platform where imagination meets automation
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Robotics club has organized a  Event  Infotech.  The chief guest of our event Mr. Manish Maurya the
co-founder of Makxenia company nagpur. on  is a short intro about the robotics club. The  session is  
on robots  and gave some informational talks regarding robots and the company which turned out to
be quite insightful and enlightening for the attendees. 

Info Tech
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Flutter Forward
Extended Nagpur 

Launchpad

A Day with Google 

04th Feb 2023
Flutter Forward Extended the event was
broadcasted live for developers around the
world, Google Developer Experts in Flutter
were exclusively invited to join the product
team of Flutter in person at this event.

19th Nov 2022
A Day with Google is a  flagship community-
led tech conference from GDSC JDCOEM .

10th Apr 2023
GDSC JDCOEM’s orientation cum
tech conference for GDSC members and
first year students. 



ROTARACT CLUB
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TEDx Ambazari Lake was a collaborative event of
RAC JDCOEM and GDCS JDCOEM. The motto
of this event was to unlock potential with TED a
global community dedicated to spreading ideas and
inspiration, from technology to creativity and
science to business.

TEDx Ambazari Lake 

MAHADAN 8.0

MAHADAN 8.0 was the Blood Donation Camp.
It was a small help to save someone`s life by
collecting substantial units of blood which will be
further used to save life. We succeeded in this
event by collecting a total of 69 blood units.

Sankalp
SANKALP was a free health checkup camp,
which includes various types of health checkups. It
was the collaborative event of RAC JDCOEM and
Medminia. This event aimed to help and deliver
proper Medication to needy ones. We succeeded in
this event by treating 300+ Patients and giving free
consultations.
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 TRASH CAPITAL was the event of collecting
old newspapers, books, and magazines, and selling
them to raise funds for notable causes. We
donated these funds to the Rotary Foundation
which is utilized for the welfarement of the needy
by providing Food, water, support education,
medical facilities, hygiene sanitation, and many
more, it is a small effort from our club toward
valuable change. 

TRASH CAPITAL 

Diwali milan

DIWALI MILAN was a collaborative event
of RAC JDCOEM, RAC PCE, AND RAC
RCOEM The motto of this event is to
increase the fellowship between the clubs. The
event was filled with games, dance, and food,
the memories and the bonds that our
members formed in this event will be
cherished forever

Rotract Conclave 
"Conclave," a knowledge seminar, offers youth
insights into diverse domains, fostering growth.
Accomplished speakers from various fields enrich
the event by sharing their journeys, wisdom, and
experiences. This platform facilitates learning,
igniting passion and ambition among attendees,
and paving the way for their holistic development
and success.



CENTRAL EVENTS
HELD BY STUDENT

CLUB



Sashakt 3.0
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SASHAKT  3.0 
The sashakt event is organised by Ladies Club every year Under the banner of ICC and Student Club.
Many activities are  conducted in this event regarding the  social topics . to introduce. our objective is
To share knowledge, engage in meaningful activities, promote creativity, introduce technology and
spreading happiness.  The Ladies Club under the Student Club is thrilled to announce the third
edition of our empowering Event SASHAKT 3.0.An event that celebrates strength and resilience of
women with motto "Sashakt Nari, Sashakt Bharat".
the event is  filled with inspiring speakers, informative seminar, engaging activities, and special guest
appearances that will guide and help you to grow and thrive.
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Financial Literacy 

Cybersecurity & Internet Safety 

Social Entrepreneur 

20th March 
 This event is organized by Ladies Club  under the
banner of ICC  at APJ Abdul Kalam auditorium.
Dr. Kanchan Naidu's dynamic and cheerful session on
the Stock market and Financial dimensions left us
feeling refreshed and empowered.
The event was organized to indulge the ability in the
students to understand and use various financial
skills, including personal financial management,
budgeting, and investing. They will learn a variety of
important financial skills and concepts and be less
vulnerable to financial fraud. And build a strong
foundation of financial literacy. 

 21st March 2023,
the session on Social Entrepreneurship was conducted
by Mr. Joy Agrawal,a 16-year-old social entrepreneur
and a 2x TEDx speaker for the students at our college
at the APJ Abdul Kalam Auditorium 
the objective of workshop is to leverage small efforts to
produce maximum change through social enterprise
and social innovation.To engage the students in solving
their own problems, to attract impact investments, and
to build replicable and sustainable models of
practice.The seminar taught the students that every
entrepreneur or hopefuls, that the key to success is to
first think of the social benefits of your venture, even if
yours in for profit, then go ahead to satisfy those needs,
and the money will sure come. 

5 April 2023
The Ladies Club in collaboration with the Coding
Club had organised a session on "Cybersecurity and
internet safety" in Sashakt under the banner of ICC
and Student Club. The event was remarked by the
presence of Shri. Archit Chandak, DCP, economic
offences wing and cyber crime, Nagpur.
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Date 23 March 2023
On the 3rd day of Sashakt 3.0 under the banner of ICC, the event was mainly conducted for
the female non-teaching and supporting staff of JD College of Engineering and management
in by the members of ladies club in Dr APJ Abdul Kalam Auditorium JDCOEM.
first, they were shown an Oscar winning documentary “The Elephants Whisperers” 
Active participation of the audience made the game more fun. After that, the event was
further carried by an open interaction session where they were asked to show up their talents
on the stage. This made them more excited and encouraged. Many dance and singing
performances were shown up. It also included some fun tongue twisters and many more.
After the interacting session, a motivational short film was played. The event was to
appreciate the non-teaching and supporting staff for their unconditional efforts. The event
aimed to give them a break from their usual work and have some fun activities. It was to
show a little gratitude to the supporting staffs and recognize their contribution towards the
engineering community. 

 Fun hours with supporting staff



Annual Sports 
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 The Annual Sports and  Faculty Sports stands as a spirited    celebration of athleticism, camaraderie,
and healthy competition within the college community. This grand sports extravaganza, orchestrated
by the students, is a vibrant showcase of sportsmanship that brings together participants from all
corners of the campus.
The Annual Sports segment of the event is a platform where students of varying skill levels engage in
a wide array of sports and games. From track and field events that showcase speed and agility to team
sports that exemplify coordination and strategy, this segment caters to diverse sporting interests. The
event ignites a sense of participation, encouraging students to push their physical limits while
fostering a strong sense of unity and school spirit.
On the other hand, the Invictus segment is an embodiment of competitive zeal and indomitable spirit.
Drawing inspiration from the Latin word meaning "unconquered," Invictus represents a challenge for
athletes to give their all, leaving nothing to chance. This segment often includes intense contests that
test endurance, strength, and resilience, symbolizing the unconquerable determination that lies within
each participant.
The Annual Sports and Invictus event transcends the boundaries of physical activity. It binds the
student body through shared experiences, creating lasting memories and fostering a sense of
belonging. The event not only celebrates individual achievements but also reinforces the idea of
collective effort, teamwork, and the pursuit of excellence.
In essence, this event is a dynamic tapestry woven with the threads of sportsmanship, camaraderie,
and unwavering determination. It reflects the college's commitment to holistic development,
showcasing that beyond textbooks, the campus is a breeding ground for physical prowess and
competitive spirit.

Annual Sports 
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INVICTUS 
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INVICTUS 
This is intercollegiate level of Event . invictus is filled with full of fun enjoyment 
there are many mini games,  dj, food stalls  is there.  Conducting INVICTUS on the JDCOEM campus for
Vibrance 2023. Become more trustworthy, respectful, responsible, and fair by developing these traits
.Increasing interest in the event and disseminating pertinent information are two ways to maximise revenue. To
give a platform to students to show their teamwork. To create a competitive and enjoyable environment To
develop fair play and sportsmanship. Develop characteristics such as trustworthiness, respect, responsibility,
and fairness.



Vibrance 2k23
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"Vibrance," JDCOEM's marquee event, is a vibrant and kaleidoscopic celebration of creativity and
talent that radiates across a multitude of artistic domains. This grand event provides a spectacular
platform for students to unfurl their artistic prowess, be it through mesmerizing dance performances,
soul-stirring musical renditions, compelling dramatic acts, or innovative displays of creativity,
publicity, and anchoring.
At the heart of "Vibrance" lies the passionate spirit of students who bring their artistic dreams to life.
The event serves as a showcase for their boundless creativity and unbridled enthusiasm, captivating
the audience with performances that range from graceful ballet to high-energy hip-hop, from
melodious solos to harmonious ensembles, and from thought-provoking theatrical productions to
ingenious displays of creative artistry.
But "Vibrance" is more than just a stage to display talent; it's a hands-on learning experience in event
management and coordination. Behind the scenes, students gain practical insights into organizing a
grand cultural extravaganza. From planning and logistics to marketing and public relations, the event
offers an invaluable opportunity for students to understand the intricacies of conducting a
multifaceted event on such a scale.
Moreover, "Vibrance" creates a sense of camaraderie and unity among the student body.
Collaborative rehearsals, brainstorming sessions, and late-night preparations foster a strong sense of
community and teamwork, embodying the spirit of togetherness that makes such events successful.
In essence, "Vibrance" is not just an event; it's a tapestry of passion, creativity, and experiential
learning. It showcases the multifaceted talents of students while imparting them with the skills and
knowledge needed to orchestrate a grand cultural event. This annual celebration stands as a shining
testament to the vibrant and dynamic spirit that courses through the veins of JDCOEM's student
community.

Vibrance

Team  Vibrance 
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Persona
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Award Ceremony 

Rising Star of the Year -  Drama Club 

Rising Star of the Year -  Event  Club 

Dynamic Club of the Year-  Fitness  Club 



Brainwaves
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"Date  1st March 2023,
Brainwave," the flagship technical event of JDCOEM, stands tall as an impressive amalgamation of
innovation, intellect, and engineering prowess. This grand event brings together students not only
from JDCOEM but also from other esteemed institutions, creating an electrifying atmosphere of
healthy competition and knowledge sharing. Across diverse departments, a plethora of technical
competitions challenge the participants to push their boundaries and showcase their technical
acumen. From robotics to coding challenges, from innovative project displays to complex problem-
solving contests, Brainwave's diverse array of activities serves as a true litmus test of the students'
engineering capabilities. Beyond the adrenaline-fueled competitions, the event fosters a spirit of
camaraderie and collaboration, as young minds interact, exchange ideas, and forge connections that
extend beyond the event's confines. Brainwave, with its impressive scale and intellectual fervor, has
rightfully earned its place as an essential milestone in JDCOEM's academic calendar, igniting a spark
of innovation and learning that continues to illuminate the path for future engineers.



Sandishya 
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"Sandhishya" is an endearing and heartfelt event orchestrated by fellow students as a poignant farewell for
those reaching the pinnacle of their academic journey – the final year students. It stands as a testament to
the bonds and memories woven over the years, and as a platform to bid a fond adieu to friends who are
about to embark on new horizons.
This event, infused with sentiment and camaraderie, is a labor of love, carefully crafted to create lasting
memories. Through a blend of emotional speeches, reflective presentations, and engaging performances,
"Sandhishya" encapsulates the cherished moments and experiences shared throughout the academic years.
For the final year students, "Sandhishya" is a bittersweet moment, a realization that their time within the
academic embrace is drawing to a close. It offers a space to reminisce, celebrate achievements, and
contemplate the exciting journey that awaits beyond the campus gates.
The event echoes the unity and resilience of the student community, as it not only brings together
classmates but also embodies the larger family of the institution. Through heartfelt messages, anecdotes,
and laughter-filled conversations, "Sandhishya" reinforces the indelible connections forged during the
transformative years of education.
In essence, "Sandhishya" is a poignant tapestry woven with threads of friendship, camaraderie, and
nostalgia. It's a farewell that transcends mere words, etching profound memories in the hearts of the
departing students and serving as a reminder that while the academic journey concludes, the bonds formed
remain steadfast and enduring.

SANDISHYA 
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International Conference 
Date :- 19th & 20th December, 2022
The International Conference on Engineering Innovation provides a premier global platform where
engineering students converge to showcase their projects and deliver insightful seminars. This
distinguished event transcends geographical boundaries, drawing participants from around the world
who are united by their passion for technological advancement.
At this esteemed conference, budding engineers unveil their innovative projects that exemplify their
dedication, creativity, and problem-solving skills. These projects span diverse engineering disciplines,
ranging from cutting-edge software applications to sustainable infrastructure solutions. With each
presentation, attendees gain a comprehensive understanding of the project's objectives,
methodologies, and potential real-world impact.
The seminars delivered by the students are a highlight of the conference, offering a deeper dive into
the projects' intricacies. Through eloquent communication and comprehensive explanations,
presenters share their experiences, challenges, and breakthroughs. This interactive dissemination of
knowledge fosters a collaborative environment, where participants can engage in insightful
discussions and pose thought-provoking questions.
The international character of this conference enriches the experience further, as attendees are
exposed to a wide array of cultural perspectives and engineering approaches. Networking
opportunities abound, enabling participants to forge connections with like-minded individuals from
diverse corners of the world.
In essence, the International Conference on Engineering Innovation is not just an event; it's a nexus
of innovation, education, and global exchange. It stands as a testament to the universality of
engineering excellence and the boundless potential of collaborative learning on an international scale.
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JD Connect 
Date : 29th March 2023
JD Connect" serves as a pivotal bridge between academia and industry, an event where the realms of
education and real-world application seamlessly intertwine. With a strategic focus on fostering a
deeper connection between students and industrialists, JD extends a cordial invitation to
accomplished professionals from various industries. This unique interaction platform allows
industrialists to impart their wealth of intra-industry experiences, offering students a rare glimpse into
the intricacies and practicalities of their respective fields. By sharing anecdotes, challenges, and
success stories, these industrialists facilitate a two-way exchange of insights, enlightening students
about the ever-evolving demands of the professional world.
"JD Connect" emerges as a symbiotic platform, as students absorb invaluable wisdom while
industrialists gain fresh perspectives from the budding talents of tomorrow. Beyond mere knowledge
transfer, this event sparks discussions that span from emerging trends to current challenges, paving
the way for a more informed, prepared, and industry-ready generation of graduates. The seamless
blending of theory and practice through "JD Connect" not only enriches students' learning
experiences but also nurtures an environment of collaboration and innovation that benefits both
academia and industry alike.
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Date : 4th May, 2023
The HR Conclave served as a dynamic platform where distinguished HR professionals from diverse
industries converged to share their invaluable insights with eager engineering students. This event
facilitated an interactive exchange of experiences, enabling the students to gain firsthand knowledge
about the practical nuances of the corporate world. Through introductions and discussions, the HR
luminaries offered a comprehensive overview of their professional journeys, highlighting the
challenges they've faced and the strategies they've employed to navigate the ever-evolving HR
landscape. This interaction not only broadened the students' understanding of the real-world HR
scenarios but also provided them with a glimpse into the skills and competencies required to excel in
this field. The HR Conclave undoubtedly bridged the gap between theory and practice, empowering
the future engineers with the wisdom and foresight necessary to thrive in their careers.

HR Conclave 
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Industrial Academy Meet

Date
The Industrial Academy Meet represents an exceptional convergence of academia and
industry, embodying a visionary approach to bridging the gap between theoretical learning
and practical application. Distinguished industry leaders and position holders are extended a
warm invitation to engage in a meaningful dialogue with eager engineering students, creating
an invaluable platform for knowledge exchange and insights. This event serves as a nexus
where theoretical concepts find resonance in real-world scenarios, offering students a rare
opportunity to interact directly with professionals who have navigated the complexities of the
industrial landscape. The industrial position holders, with their wealth of experience, share
anecdotes, challenges, and triumphs, offering a candid view of the dynamics at play beyond
the classroom. Through interactive discussions, students gain a comprehensive understanding
of the intricate interplay between theoretical principles and practical implementation. The
insights shared during these sessions extend beyond textbooks, illuminating the nuances that
can only be grasped through hands-on experience. The Industrial Academy Meet also serves
as an incubator for inspiration, as students are exposed to real-life success stories that
underscore the transformative potential of engineering in various industries. The connections
forged during this event transcend its duration, with students benefiting from the wisdom and
guidance of industry experts long after the meet concludes. Ultimately, the Industrial
Academy Meet stands as a testament to the symbiotic relationship between academia and
industry. It fosters an ecosystem where theory informs practice and where students are
equipped not just with technical knowledge, but also with the vision and acumen necessary to
make a lasting impact in their chosen fields.
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Art
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Best Club of The Year  22-23 

Dynamic Club of The Year  22-23 

Fitness Club 

Ladies Club 
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Best Member of the Student Club  

 Mr.Danish Chawda
Co-Head ,Visual Arts Club 

2nd Year , CSE

 Mr. Shamoil  Khan
Member ,Fitness Club 

3rd Year , CE
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